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Some special machinery is introduced for studying products of completion 
regular measures, the most important tool being the (0,) condition. This condition 
was suggested by a technique of the author and C. Gryllakis (Minois J. Math. 35 
(1991). 260-268) used to prove that, under some set-theoretic restrictions, the 
product of two compact completion regular measure spaces is completion regular. 
provided that one of the topological factors is an arbitrary product of metric 
spaces. ‘f’ 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. A completion regular measure in a topological space is a Baire 
measure p such that every Bore1 set is p-measurable. It is known that the 
product of two completion regular measures is not, always, completion 
regular [S] and that the product of two completion regular Radon 
measures, each on a product of separable metric spaces, is completion 
regular [9]. 
From the previous results, concerning measures on arbitrary topological 
spaces (i.e., not necessarily products of metric spaces), it is natural to look 
for stronger conditions than the completion regularity, which can be 
preserved on the products. 
In this note the (0,) condition is introduced and discussed, in the setting 
of r-additive measure spaces. In Section 1 a couple of examples of measure 
spaces satisfying this condition are given: a completion regular measure on 
any product of separable metric spaces as well as a Haar measure on any 
compact group (Propositions 1.3 and 1.4). These propositions improve the 
main results of [8, 91, since a measure space satisfying (0,) possesses the 
atribute of having completion regular products (with an arbitrary 
completion regular measure space). 
*The author thanks Professor D. H. Fremlin for useful correspondence concerning 
products of quasi-Radon measures. Also. the author thanks Dr. C. Gryllakis and Professor 
G. Koumoullis for detailed information about the subject of this paper. 
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Section 2 is devoted to the study of the product of measures satisfying 
(0,). A preliminary result (Lemma 2.1) states that the class of all measures 
satisfying the (0,) condition is closed under (finite) products. As a 
consequence, the following theorem is deduced: the product of an arbitrary 
family of supporting measures, each satisfying (O,), satisfies again (0,). 
This result contains a Choksi and Fremlin theorem [2, Theorem 21 as a 
special case and also yields a recent theorem of Gryllakis and Koumoullis 
[lo] concerning product measures. 
0.2. All measures mentioned in this paper will be nonnegative Bore1 
probability (r-additive) measures on Hausdorff topological spaces. 
Let X be a (completely regular Hausdorff) space. The family of Bore1 sets 
in X is the a-algebra a(X) generated by the closed sets in X. Let {fcr ). be 
a family of real functions on X. We shall say that a subset B of X is deter- 
mined by {f,), if B belongs to the a-algebra generated by the sets of the 
form f -l(E), where E is a Bore1 set in R. 
A Bore1 measure p on X is called completion regular (resp. r-additive), 
if the completion of the Baire restriction and the completion B’,,(X) of ,U 
coincide (resp. for every family ( V,),, .+ of open sets in X, 
suPMu,.. V,): f c A countable ) = p( U, t ,4 V,)). 
A Bore1 r-additive measure is upper regular with respect to open sets (for 
information on r-additive measures we refer to [6; 7, Sect. A7; 151. 
A Bore1 r-additive probability measure space is a couple (X, p), where X 
is a space and p is a Bore1 z-additive probability measure on X. Notice that 
if p is a continuous mapping from X into a space Y, then the couple 
(Y,p(p)) is such a measure space, where p(p) is defined by p(p)(A) := 
Ap-‘(A)), A&WY). 
Let (Xi)ic, be a family of spaces, X= nit, Xi, and .I a subset of I. We 
say that a subset A of X depends on (the coordinates from) J, if A is of the 
form A =pr; ‘(C), where pr, is the canonical projection from X onto 
nIicJ Xi and C is a subset of nicJ Xi (in this case, we usually say that A 
factors through nrsJ Xi). In addition, X depends on @. We also say that 
an open set V in X is basic open, if it is of the form V=pr;‘(nieF. Vi), 
where F is a finite subset of I and each V, (basic) open in Xi. 
1. THE (0,) CONDITION 
1.1. Let (Y, V) be a Bore1 r-additive probability measure space. 
Consider the following conditions: 
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(0,) for every open set U in Y there is an open Baire set U’ 
containing U with lJBU’ (where S denotes equivalence modulo v-negligible 
sets), 
(02) for every Bore1 r-additive probability measure space (X, p) and 
every open set U in Xx Y there is a couple (Z, n), where Z is a separable 
metric space and 7c a continuous open surjection from Y onto Z such that 
(I, Q VpPip( Ii), where p denotes the mapping Xx Y-+ Xx Z: (x,J~) + 
(x, rr( ~1)) and p @ v the r-additive product measure of p and v. 
Remarks and Examples 1.2. The (02) property was suggested by a 
technique used in [S] to verify the completion regularity of a product 
measure, where the one factor is a product of compact metric spaces. 
Assume the notations in 1.1. 
(i) Clearly, every measure having the (0,) property satisfies (0, ) 
and is completion regular. Also, if Y is a separable metric space, then ( Y, v) 
satisfies (0, ). 
(ii) If ( Y, v) satisfies (02) and (X, .D) is completion regular, then the 
T- additive product measure 2 = p @ v is completion regular. Let U, Z, p be 
as in (Ol). Because of the metrizabiiity of Z, the measure K = ~0 n(v) is 
completion regular, so, there is a Baire set E in Xx Z containing p(U) such 
that ~(p( U)) = K(E). We easily verify that p-‘(E) is a Baire cover of lJ (in 
Xx Y) with n(p -‘( E)) = A(U). Since U is an arbitrary open set in Xx Y, 
the completion regularity of i. follows. 
(iii) Suppose that Y is a product of separable metric space and v 
completion regular. Then v satisfies (0,). This has been established for 
compact measure spaces in [2, Lemma 2, p. 1211. However, the arguments 
of the proof there apply unchanged for arbitrary r-additive measure spaces. 
(iv) If Y is a compact topological group and v the Haar measure on 
Y, then 11 satisfies (O,)-see, e.g., [3, p. 841. 
The following two propositions show that the class of measures 
satisfying (02) is much larger than that of measures on separable metric 
spaces. Notice that the proof of the first does not invoke the key lemma in 
[9, Sect. 3, p. 565-J. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Ever), Bore1 r-additive completion regular probabilit? 
measure on (a space homeomorphic to) a product qf separable metric spaces 
satisfies ( 02). 
Proof: Consider a family ( Yj)jGJ of separable metric spaces. For j E J fix 
a countable base aj for the topology of Y, and for R c J write QR, for the 
set of sets W of the form W= fii.Ipr;‘(Bi), where Zc R is finite, B,E a, 
for iE Z, and pri is the projection from Xx n,EJ Y, onto Y;. Let v be a 
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r-additive completion regular probability measure on Y = n,, Y,, (X, p ) 
an arbitrary r-additive probability measure space, and A a subset of Xx Y 
measurable with respect to A = p 0 v with %(A) > 0. Set L,d := {F open in 
Xx Y:Ffactors through X, I(FnAj>O). 
Claim. There exists a countable subset R, of J such that /I(Fn A n 
Wn V) > 0 for all open sets W depending on R,4 with i( A n W) > 0, all 
FEL A A LV? and all nonempty open sets V that depend on J- R,. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that .4 is A-supporting (i.e., 
2(A n H) > 0 whenever H is an open set meeting A). Suppose, if possible, 
that the claim is not true. Then, for every countable subset R of J there 
exist W, E Q,, V, E R,- R, and F, E L,< ,~ M,R satisfying the condition 
A(F,nAn W,)>O and i.(F,nAn W,n VR)=O. (1,) 
Therefore, by induction on o, (the first uncountable ordinal), starting 
with an arbitrary R,c J countable, we find a strictly increasing family 
{R,, c( < w, } of countable subsets of J such that 
d(F,? n A n W,) > 0 and 1(FR2nAn WR2n V&=0, x-co,. 
(12) 
By the d-system lemma (see [ 12, Lemma 22.61 or [4, p. 5]), we can find 
an uncountable subset E of or and 10c J finite such that I,? n I,,,= I,, 
CI, j3~ E. Because the B,‘s are countable, there exist W, E Q,O and an 
uncountable subset E’ of E such that 
WRx= Won W:, M&E’ (1,) 
(where the W;‘s are open sets that depend on J- I,). Then, by (I?) and 
(I,)? 
2(FRennAn Won W:)>O and A( FRx n A n W, n U’L n VR,) = 0, 
for all CIE E’. (I,) 
Consider now any l-c E’ uncountable and set D := A n W. n ( U,, rF,x). 
Then, clearly, 
l(FRenDn Wh)>O and A( F,, n D n W: n VR,) = 0, 
for all CYET. (15) 
Since A is A-supporting, for every c( E I-, 
prx(FR,) n D”= 0, for all z4Epry( W;n V,,) (1,) 
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(where pr,, resp. pr r, denotes the canonical projection from Xx Y onto X, 
resp. Y, and for LIE Y, D”:= (VEX: (t,u)~D}). 
Let M = (U E Y: p(L)“) > 0 ). By Fubini’s theorem for r-additive measures 
(see [ 1, 13]), V(M) > 0. Since v is completion regular, there are a nonempty 
Baire subset N of M and a countable subset of J, on which N depends (see 
Remark 1.2(iii)). Because the sets V, =pr,( W; n VR,), a~& depend on 
pairwise disjoint subsets of J and r is uncountable, N and k’, depend on 
pairwise disjoint subsets of J, for all but a countable number of cc E r. 
Let r’ := {G! E r: N and I/, depend on disjoint subsets of J) and choose 
any point YE Nn(n,,,, V,). Then, by (16) we have that pr.(FFx)n 
D ’ = 0, for G( E r’. Since ,u( D ‘) > 0, we deduce 
Thus, 
for every uncountable subfamily (FR,. z E Tj of the family 
&,3 a E E’} there exists a countable subset A of r such 
that O<~(U,..~.F,~)<;L(U,.I.FR,). (*) 
But, (*) contradicts the fact that A is a probability measure. This ends the 
proof of the claim. 
To complete the proof of Proposition 1.3, take an open set U in Xx Y 
(we can assume that its complement u’ in Xx Y is A-supporting). There is 
R := R,.c c J countable satisfying the claim (for the set u’ in place of A). 
Let x E U and an open neighborhood W of x disjoint from u”. Express W 
as U’, n W,, where W, factors through Xx nks R Yk, W, depends on 
J-R. By the choice of R, W, must be disjoint from u”. Since x is an 
arbitrary point of U, U again factors through Xx nkG R Yk. 
We set Z := nk. R Y,, rc := the canonical projection from Y onto Z, and 
easily verify that (Z, 7~) satisfies (0,). 1 
The proof of the next proposition is in the spirit of [2, Theorem 31. Our 
method is to use the fact that a (a-compact) group is a suitable projective 
limit of separable metric spaces. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The Haar measure on an arbitrar!, compact topological 
group satisfies (0,). 
Proof Consider a compact group Y equipped with a (left) Haar 
measure v. Let (X, p) be a measure space, A= p 0 v, and U an open set in 
Xx Y. We propose to show that there exists a couple (Z, K) satisfying (0,). 
There is a family of open rectangles a = { B’, x V,, i E L}-i.e., each W, 
is open in X and each V, open in Y-with U = U( W,x V,: 1~ L}. 
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Since v satisfies (0,) (see Remark 1.2(vi)), without loss of generality, we 
can assume that V, is Baire in Y, for every 1~ L. On the other hand, 
because of the t-additivity of 1, there is a sequence { W,, x V,,) in 8 such 
that 
4 U) = 4 C’,,. fid w,, x V,,). 
Set V:= ~7,~~~ W,z x V,,. Therefore, since ‘, P’,z) is a countable family of 
Baire subsets of Y, we can find a sequence of continuous functions on Y 
which determines all sections V,, t E X (where, for a subset G of Xx Y and 
VEX, the section of G by t is the set G,= (UE Y: (t, u)EG}). 
Now, by arguments used in [3, p. 841. we find a compact normal 
subgroup Y, of Y with the properties: 
(a) The quotient space Z= Y/Y0 is metrizable, 
(b) each k’, is of the form V, = 7~ ‘(B(t)), for some Bore1 set B(t) in 
Z (where rr denotes the canonical projection from Y onto Z). 
Let p; Xx Y -+ Xx Z: (.Y, .I,) + (x, 7r(j,)). 
We claim that this couple (Z, rc) satisfies (0,). In fact, using again 
Fubini’s theorem (for r-additive measures), we have 
4p- lP(u))= j 4WLP(UL) &(t) (because (p-‘~(U)),=n~‘rc(U,)) 
and 
Also, because A( V) = 1(U), we have s V( V,) C+(Z) = J v( (I,) tip(t). Thus, 
p-almost for all t EX, V, is an open Baire kernel of U, such that 
V( V,) = V( U,). So (see the proof in [3, p. 84]), 
v(~-‘7c(uI))=1’(u,) a.e. (,u). (i,) 
We deduce E.(p-‘p( CT)) = ,I( U). 1 
Question 1.5. Let G be an infinite compact totally disconnected 
topological group and p a completion regular measure on G. Then (G, ,u) 
satisfies (O,), since such a G is homeomorphic to a dyadic space (0, 1 I:‘, 
where y is some cardinal (see [ 11, (9.15) theorem]). But, we do not know 
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what the situation is for completion regular measures on arbitrary compact 
groups. Proposition 1.4 does not help in that direction. 
Now, by Remark 1.2(ii), we immediately obtain the following corollaries. 
The first is an earlier result of Gryllakis and Koumoullis [lo].’ 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let (X, p) be a Bore1 T-additive completion regular 
probability> measure space and v a r-additive completion regular probability 
measure on an infinite product of separable metric spaces. Then p @ v is 
completion regular. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let (X, p) be a Bore1 t-additive completion regular 
probability measure space and v the Haar measure on a compact group. 
Then, p 0 v is completion regular. 
2. ON PRODUCT MEASURES 
The (Radon) product of two completion regular probability Radon 
measures is not, in general, completion regular [S]. However, the following 
elementary lemma asserts that the class of measures satisfying (0,) is 
productive. 
Before stating Lemma 2.1, we need some notations: Let (P~)~~, be a 
family of mappings P, : Ai + Bi. Then, xielpi denotes the mapping 
l-Ii,, Ai + FIisl Bi: (ai)ic l+ (Pj(bi));sl. Also, for a set X, I, is the identity 
map from X to X. 
LEMMA 2.1. The product of two measures sarisfIling (02) satisfies again 
(0,). 
ProoJ: Let (Y,,v,), (Y,,v,) be (02) spaces, Y= Y,x Y,, v=v,@v~, 
(X, p) a Bore1 r-additive probability measure space and U a nonempty 
open set in Xx Y. 
There is a couple (Z,, rc,) such that U- (I,, V! x JT,)-’ (I,, yz x rt,)( U) 
(with respect to ~0 r). On the other hand, there is a couple (Zz, nz) such 
that (I,, y2 x n,)(U) - Uxxz, x x2)- (Ixxz, x ~z)(I,ux y2 x x,)(u) (with 
respect to ~@7cI(v,)Ovz). 
We set Z:=Z, xZ,, 71 := rr, x z2, and easily verify that (Z, z) satisfies 
(0,) for the measure spaces (X, p) and (Y, v). 1 
[Note. According to [6, Theorem 4F], if (Xi, pi)it, is a family of 
Bore1 probability r-additive measure spaces, then there is a unique Bore1 
r-additive measure on nie, Xi extending the simple product of the pi on 
‘This has. also, been already proved, under Martin’s Axiom and the negation of the 
continuum hypothesis, by C. Gryllakis and the author in [S]. 
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the product a-algebra ai,, B(X,). In the sequel, this product measure will 
be denoted by @ ic, pi.] 
Every measure $JiE,pi is completion regular, provided that each pi is a 
completion regular measure supported on a space homeomorphic to a 
product of separable metric spaces [lo]. The next theorem implies this 
recent result. 
THEOREM 2.2. The product of an arhitrar~~Jamily of supporting measures 
sati$ving (0,) satisfies again (0,). 
Proof Let (X, pj be a Bore1 r-additive probability measure space, 
( Y,, vi), iEJ, a family of spaces satisfying (02) with supp \li= Yi for every 
ieJ, Y=n,,, Yi, v= @iEJvi, l=p@v. 
Claim. For every closed I-supporting set K there exists a countable 
subset I= I, of J such that K factors through Xx nIiE, Y,. 
Let K be a closed I- supporting set. There are a countable subset I of J 
and a closed cover L of K such that L factors through Xx JJiel Yi and 
E.(K) = A(L). Take any .Y E (Xx Y) - K and a basic open neighborhood W 
of x disjoint from K. Express W as Gn V, where G factors through 
XxniS,Yi and V depends on J-f. Then, l(Kn W)=A.(Ln W)= 
(Z,xpr,)(A)(Ln G) .pr,-,(A)( V)=O (where for a subset D of J, pr, 
denotes the projection from Xx Y onto Hi, D Y,). Therefore, A(Kn G) = 0, 
so Kn G = 0. Since x is an arbitrary point on (Xx Y) - K, K factors 
through Xx nit, Yi. 
Consider now an open set U in Xx Y. We propose to show that there 
is a couple (Z, n) as in (0,). We can assume that (Xx Y) - CJ is 
supporting. In this case, by the claim, there is a countable subset Q of J 
such that U= (Z,yxprQ)-’ (I,xpr,)(U). It follows (taking (I,yxprg)(U) 
in place of U) that we can assume J to be countable. 
Let J= {i,, i *, . . . ). For simplicity, we set Y,, := Y,n, 11,~ := \lb, n E N. 
Moreover, we set Z, := Y,. 
There exists a couple (Z, , 71,) (in place of (Z, n)) satisfying the condition 
(02)-for (XX nksz I’,, ~0 @kZZ~lk) in place of (X, P) and (Y,, 11,) in 
place of (Y, ~1). By induction on n E N, we construct a sequence of couples 
((Z,,, ~,~)j such that 
(1) for each n E N, Z, is a separable metric space and n,, an open 
continuous surjection from Y,, onto Z,, 
(2) for each n32, (Z,,, rc,,) (in place of (Z, n)) satisfies 1.2(ii) (for 
the open set (z.Yxnl~.~rZk~~n~I~I,,~~,,,)(U) in place of U, (Y,,,v,,) in 
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place of(K v), and (Xx FIkGn-, Z,x FIka,,+, Ykr ~0 OkGn-, TC~(\~~)@ 
Okan+, \jk) in place of(X P)). 
Now, we set Z :=n,,, Z,,, 7~ := xlrsN TC,,. We shall check that (Z, z) 
is the required couple. For this, it suffices to verify that (I, x 7~)~ ’ 
(I,X~)(U) -2 u. 
Write Cl= Cl,,. N U,,, where each U,, has the form U,, = V,, x Hi>,,+, Y, 
for some open set V,, in Xx n, C n Y,. By the construction of the (Z,,, n,,), 
we have 
x z,x x Tckxz,,>“+, v ” (UP,) , 
k < n > 
No/e added in proof In joint work with D. H. Fremlin, we have proved that every 
completion regular measure on a compact group satisfies (02). 
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